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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING

Allt eftersom tekniken utvecklas ökar intresset av att underlätta för människan genom att auto-
matisera vissa farliga eller slitsamma uppgifter. Några av de områden som har potential för att
automatisera är: transporter, genom självkörande bilar; räddningsarbete i samband med kata-
strofer; samt inventering av skog och liknande. Den här typen av komplicerade och potentiellt
farliga miljöer kräver avancerade beslutssystem samt precisa kontrollsystem. Båda dessa delar
kräver en robust och tillförlitlig perception av omgivningen.

Perceptionens huvudsyfte är att extrahera meningsfull information från omgivning som kan un-
derlätta för planering och utförande av olika typer av uppgifter. Informationen som sådan kan
vara i form av 3D kartor, detaljerad information om typ av underlag samt information om en-
staka objekt i form av deras position samt rörelser. Ett autonomt system kan vara konstruerat
på flera sätt men några av de vanliga sensorerna som används är: lidar, för att samla in glesa 3D
mätningar om underlag och hinder; kameror, för att samla in färg- eller temperaturinformation
från objekt i omgivningen; IMU, för att skatta hur systemet förflyttar sig; samt GPS för att kunna
positionera systemet utomhus i ett globalt koordinatsystem.

Den här avhandlingen undersöker en del av de komponenter somkrävs för att uppfylla de krav på
perception som finns. Fokuset i avhandlingen är på maskininlärning, vilket har påvisats kunna
hantera många avancerade uppgifter på ett robust sätt. Avhandlingen fokuserar inte på de hög-
precisionskrav vilka finns inom industriell tillverkningsindustri, utan fokuset är på att kunna
hantera de komplicerade och utmanande miljöerna som klassas som in the wild. Några exempel
på den här typen av miljöer är: stadstrafik, katastrofområden, samt täta skogar.

Tre aspekter av problemet avhandlas i den här avhandlingen: 1) generaliserande till andra mil-
jöer, 2) anpassning till nya uppgifter samt miljöer, och 3) modellera eventuella osäkerheter.

Ett autonomt system ska helst inte vara begränsad till en typ av miljö, till exempel ska inte en
självkörande bil bara kunna hantera skinande sol på motorvägar i bra skick. Artikel B och G
adresserar detta till viss del genom att separera uppgiften i två delproblem, där den första gene-
rerar input data till den andra delen. Träningsdatan för delproblem ett är lättare att samla från
varierandemiljöer, vilket gör denmer generell än om all enbart träningsdata för hela problem är
tillgängligt. Artikel B undersöker även hur felkällor i den här representationen påverkar systemet
som helhet.

Ett autonomt system bör även vara designat för att kunna anpassas till nya uppgifter på ett effek-
tivt sätt. Artikel E undersökte det här problemet från perspektivet att kunna utöka den mängd
av kända klasser som systemet känner till, utan att träna om det helt och hållet.

Slutligen behöverman acceptera att perceptionen aldrig kommer kunna bli perfekt i alla typer av
miljöer utan det kommer alltid finnas viss osäkerhet. Den här osäkerheten kan dels komma från
modellen som sådan, men det är ocksåmöjligt att sensor data inte räcker till för att kunna avgöra
vilken av flera möjligheter som är den sanna. Artikel F designade ett system för att kunna skatta
osäkerheten i dess estimat medan artikel G fokuserar på hur man kan hantera osäkerheten kring
hur en människa står om en del av kroppen är skymd.
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ABSTRACT

As technology continues to advance, the interest in the relief of humans from tedious or danger-
ous tasks through automation increases. Some of the tasks that have received increasing atten-
tion are autonomous driving, disaster relief, and forestry inspection. Developing and deploying
an autonomous robotic system to this type of unconstrained environments —in a safe way— is
highly challenging. The system requires precise control and high-level decision making. Both of
which require a robust and reliable perception system to understand the surroundings correctly.

The main purpose of perception is to extract meaningful information from the environment, be
it in the form of 3D maps, dense classification of the type of object and surfaces, or high-level
information about the position and direction of moving objects. Depending on the limitations
and application of the system, various types of sensors can be used: lidars, to collect sparse depth
information; cameras, to collect dense information for different parts of the visual spectra, of-
ten the red-green-blue (RGB) bands; Inertial Measurements Units (IMUs), to estimate the ego
motion; microphones, to interact and respond to humans; GPS receivers, to get global position
information; just to mention a few.

This thesis investigates some of the necessities to approach the requirements of this type of sys-
tem. Specifically, focusing on data-driven approaches, that is, machine learning, which has been
shown time and again to be themain competitor for high-performance perception tasks in recent
years. Although precision requirements might be high in industrial production plants, the envi-
ronment is relatively controlled and the task is fixed. Instead, this thesis is studying some of the
aspects necessary for complex, unconstrained environments, primarily outdoors and potentially
near humans or other systems. The term in the wild refers exactly to the unconstrained nature
of these environments, where the system can easily encounter something previously unseen and
where the systemmight interact with unknowing humans. Some examples of environments are:
city traffic, disaster relief scenarios, and dense forests.

This thesis will mainly focus on the following three key aspects necessary to handle the types
of tasks and situations that could occur in the wild: 1) generalizing to a new environment, 2)
adapting to new tasks and requirements, and 3) modeling uncertainty in the perception system.

First, a robotic system should be able to generalize to new environments and still function reli-
ably. Papers B and G address this by using an intermediate representation to allow the system
to handle much more diverse types of environment than otherwise possible. Paper B also inves-
tigates how robust the proposed autonomous driving system was to incorrect predictions, which
is one of the likely results of changing the environment.

Second, a robot should be sufficiently adaptive to allow it to learn new tasks without forgetting
the previous ones. Paper E proposed away to allow incrementally adding new semantic classes to
a trained model without access to the previous training data. The approach is based on utilizing
the uncertainty in the predictions to model the unknown classes, marked as background.

Finally, the perception systemwill always be partially flawed, either because of the lack ofmodel-
ing capabilities or because of ambiguities in the sensor data. To properly take this into account, it
is fundamental that the system has the ability to estimate the certainty in the predictions. Paper
F proposed a method for predicting the uncertainty in the model predictions when interpolat-
ing sparse data. Paper G addresses the ambiguities that exist when estimating the 3D pose of a
human from a single camera image.
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1

Introduction
1

Isaac Asimov formulated the Three Laws of Robotics [1] that controls all
robots in his works of fiction. The first law is formulated to protect humans
from robots: ”A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction,
allow a human being to come to harm”. Although it is formulated as an ab-
solute law, it cannot answer problems such as the trolley-problem, in which
any action or inaction will cause some humans to be hurt. Additionally, the
law is formulated for a strong AI, and the reasoning and perception system
necessary to identify how a specific action will affect a human —both in a
short-term and also in a long-term perspective— is complex.

This thesis will not attempt to address these moral dilemmas, but instead
investigate some of the aspects that play a crucial role in designing a robust
and flexible robotic system that can approach the level of autonomy which
would require such laws. There are three necessary key aspects that will be
the main focus of this thesis.

First, such a system would require a perception system that is generaliz-
able enough to handle diverse, complex, and unconstrained environments.
That is, it should not only be limited to a specific task in, for example, a pro-
duction plant, but also be able to handle complex environments withmultiple
types of agents, be it humans, other animals, or robots. These types of envi-
ronment are often closer to an openworld setting than a closed-world setting;
that is, they contain previously unseen classes, since in many cases it is in-
feasible to collect annotation data for all possible classes that might show up.
Some examples of this type of environment are: city traffic, consisting of bicy-
clists, pedestrians, and cars; disaster relief scenarios, be it after an avalanche
in themountains, an earthquake in a city, or a flood; and dense forests or jun-
gles, either for search and rescue or for biodiversity and forest inventories. In
this thesis, this type of unconstrained environments is commonly referred to
as in the wild.
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1. Introduction

Second, in addition to being generalizable to new environments, it is also
necessary to be able to extend the capabilities of the system to accommodate
new types of task. That is, the adaptability of the system should be high. This
thesis primarily investigates the adaptability in terms of expanding the set of
known classes which the system can recognize, either by few-shot or class-
incremental learning.

Third, the perception system cannot be perfect due to either the system it-
self or ambiguities due to the sensors. To allow correct decision making even
in situations where perception fails, it is important that the system can cor-
rectly estimate the uncertainty in the predictions or, alternatively, formulate
multiple plausible and meaningful hypotheses. This can be achieved by pro-
ducing a confidence score for the prediction or using a generative approach
to predict multiple hypotheses corresponding to the input data.

Finally, this thesis will primarily utilize data-drivenmethods, such as ma-
chine learning, which have shown impressive robustness and precision for
various tasks, given a sufficient amount of training data.

1.1 Robot Perception

Humans perceive the world on the basis of various senses: we can sense tem-
perature, moisture, and pressure through many parts of our skin; we can in-
teract with others using sound or gestures, perceived by our eyes and ears;
and we can use our taste and smell to notice if our food has gone bad. Robots,
on the other hand, have another set of sensors that are customized to their
needs and circumstances. Some of the commonly used sensors for robotic
systems are: lidars, to collect sparse depth information, for detecting and
avoiding obstacles; cameras, to collect dense information of color, temper-
ature, and depth; Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs), to estimate the ego
motion of the system, both as a whole and separate parts; and GPS receivers,
to obtain outdoor global positioning information.

Although RGB cameras and human eyes may appear similar based on the
type of information received, they are fundamentally different in how this
information is collected. A camera usually has a uniform spatial resolution
and distribution of different types of frequency-specific elements.

In comparison, the center of the human eye, the fovea, has a significantly
higher resolution than the periphery, and most of the rods that sense colors
are also centered there. Although the periphery has a lower spatial resolu-
tion and consists primarily of cones that cannot differentiate between differ-
ent colors, it is more sensitive to light. Evolutionary, this allowed humans to
avoid predators by using the peripheral vision to detect motions even in the
dark, whereas the central part can be kept smaller to save energy. This struc-
ture forces humans to constantly move their eyes through different types of
sachadic eye motion to fully grasp the surroundings.
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1.2. Thesis Overview

Although robot perception can be designed to mimic human eye sight, it
is not necessarily the best, precision-wise, or themost efficient way to achieve
a level of perception, comparable to or surpassing that of humans. Especially
since most computers used for processing the data are fundamentally differ-
ent from the human brain.

This thesis will primarily focus on data-driven robot perception; which
often formulates a task as one of the following types of problems:

• Classification, which assigns a label for an entire data point—answering
the question, is there a dog in the image?

• Segmentation, which performs dense classification of an image or a
point cloud —answering the question, which pixels of the image cor-
respond to the class dog (semantic segmentation), or which dog pixels
of the image belong to which dog (instance segmentation)?

• Detection, which localizes different objects, such as joints or dogs —
answering the question, where is the object in question?

• Regression, which predicts scalar values for the sample, either densely
or sparsely —answering the question, what values do these data corre-
spond to?— this can be the depth at a specific pixel location or the 3D
position of a specific joint, like the wrist.

1.2 Thesis Overview

As mentioned previously, this work aims to investigate some of the compo-
nents necessary to achieve a high level of robot autonomy, focusing mainly
on perception capabilities and deployment requirements in the wild. The
term data-driven refers primarily to machine learning-based methods, such
as deep learning and reinforcement learning. The thesis consists of three
main chapters: Learning to Move and Interact, Adaptive Perception, and
Modeling Ambiguities in Perception, each centered on different aspects nec-
essary for robot perception in the wild.

First, the core driving factors for formulating the requirements of the per-
ception system is the downstream tasks, such as high-level reasoning, plan-
ning, and execution of missions and tasks. These tasks can vary depending
on the system, but almost all tasks for robotic systems require the system to
move and interact with the environment, c.f . the list of tasks in Paper C. This
often requires amap that represents the surroundings and potential obstacles
and helps the robot locate itself. Such a map can either be provided —either
in parts or completely— or created online using a Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) system and augmented by semantic segmentation and
object detection.

5



1. Introduction

This chapter covers two common tasks: path planning (Paper A) and rein-
forcement learning (Paper B). Path planning is commonly used for a specific
environment by calculating a path from A to B, taking into account potential
restrictions, e.g. the safety margin against obstacles, and the dynamics of the
system. Paper A investigated the applications of the monogenic scale space
for potential-based path planning, resulting in an efficient implementation
for a 2D domain.

In comparison, reinforcement learning is data-driven and learns a pol-
icy for the behavior of the system to accomplish a specific task. Often, the
intermediate steps to reach the goal are unknown, which requires the sys-
tem to balance exploring new policies and applying the learned knowledge.
Although reinforcement learning can learn complex policies, exploration of
actions can result in dangerous situations for the system. To avoid damaging
the system or the environment, simulators are often used, with the drawback
that they might not be directly transferable to the real environment. A com-
mon approach to improve generalization in new environments is to use an
intermediate representation, e.g., semantic segmentation maps. Paper B in-
vestigated how errors in the intermediate representation affected the learning
and deployment of a reinforcement learning system for autonomous driving.

Second, an autonomous robot should be sufficiently adaptive to handle
vastly different and possibly changing environments and new tasks. Much
machine learning for perception is performed on a large scale in large batches
because of performance improvement when large amounts of annotated data
are available. However, this traditionally limits the adaptiveness of the sys-
tem to learn new information, which, for example, complicates the addition of
a single new class to a semantic segmentation network (as surveyed in Paper
D). Class-incremental learning addresses the problem of improving the flexi-
bility of classification problems by allowing them to expand the set of known
classes in a DeepNeural Network without access to the labeled data of the old
classes. The unavailability of previous example data, whether due to privacy,
security, or efficiency reasons, introduces many problems which fine-tuning
cannot handle. Paper E addresses this by using the aleatoric uncertainty of
the model to identify and model the background class implicitly.

Third, high-level reasoning is dependent on reliable perception, but in
many cases there exist inherent ambiguities in the world caused by the limita-
tions of the sensors. These ambiguities are often caused by the limited observ-
ability of the surrounding 3D world, e.g. occlusions in a single image from a
camera, or sparsity in a Lidar sweep. Instead of completely eliminating these
ambiguities, which in most cases is infeasible, it is necessary to accurately
model the uncertainty of the prediction (Paper F) or capture the distribution
of possible values (Paper G).

6



1.3. Outline

1.3 Outline

This thesis is divided into twoparts. The first part is divided into several chap-
ters. Chapter 2 covers the navigation, planning, and control tasks necessary
for a robot to perform the given task. Chapter 3 focuses on the integration
of new knowledge into the system. Chapter 4 moves us closer to some of the
limitations of sensors and focuses on modeling uncertainty caused by ambi-
guities in the data. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the first part of the thesis,
relates the publications to some of the projects, and presents some applica-
tions.

The second part of the thesis, Part II, consists of all the included publica-
tions, but for completeness, the next section will also include a short descrip-
tion of each of the publications, including my contributions to them.
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1. Introduction

1.4 Included Publications

Paper A: Computing a Collision-Free Path Using the
Monogenic Scale Space

Karl Holmquist, Deniz Şenel, andMichael Felsberg. “Computing a Collision-Free Path
Using the Monogenic Scale Space.” In: 2018 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on
Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS). 2018, pp. 8097–8102. doi: 10.1109/IROS.
2018.8593583

Figure from the original publication ©2018 IEEE

Abstract: Mobile robots have been used for various purposes with different functionalities
that require them to freely move in environments containing both static and dynamic obstacles
to perform certain tasks. One of the most relevant capabilities in terms of navigating a mobile
robot in such an environment is to find a safe path to a goal position. This paper shows that
there exists an accurate solution to the Laplace equation which allows finding a collision-free
path and that it can be efficiently calculated for a rectangular bounded domain such as a map
that is represented as an image. This is accomplished by the use of the monogenic scale space,
resulting in a vector field which describes the attracting and repelling forces from the obstacles
and the goal. The method is shown to work in reasonably convex domains and by the use of
tessellation of the environment map for nonconvex environments.

Author’s contribution: The author developed the method and conducted the experi-

ments and was the main contributor to the manuscript.
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1.4. Included Publications

Paper B: A Bayesian Approach to Reinforcement Learning
of Vision-Based Vehicular Control

Zahra Gharaee, Karl Holmquist, Linbo He, and Michael Felsberg. “A Bayesian Ap-
proach to Reinforcement Learning of Vision-Based Vehicular Control.” In: 2020 25th
International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR). 2021, pp. 3947–3954. doi:
10.1109/ICPR48806.2021.9412200

Figure from the original publication ©2021 IEEE

Abstract: In this paper, we present a state-of-the-art reinforcement learning method for au-
tonomous driving. Our approach employs temporal difference learning in a Bayesian framework
to learn vehicle control signals from sensor data. The agent has access to images from a forward
facing camera, which are preprocessed to generate semantic segmentationmaps. We trained our
system using both ground-truth and estimated semantic segmentation input. Based on our ob-
servations from a large set of experiments, we conclude that training the system on ground-truth
input data leads to better performance than training the system on estimated input even if esti-
mated input is used for evaluation. The system is trained and evaluated in a realistic simulated
urban environment using the CARLA simulator. The simulator also contains a benchmark that
allows comparison to other systems and methods. The required training time of the system is
shown to be lower and the performance on the benchmark superior to competing approaches.

Author’s contribution: The author conducted the experiments, developed the methods,

and contributed to the manuscript in collaboration with Zahra Gharaee.
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1. Introduction

Paper C: Flexible Disaster Response of Tomorrow: Final
Presentation and Evaluation of the CENTAURO System

Tobias Klamt, Diego Rodriguez, Lorenzo Baccelliere, Xi Chen, Domenico Chiara-
dia, Torben Cichon, Massimiliano Gabardi, Paolo Guria, Karl Holmquist, Malgorzata
Kamedula, Hakan Karaoguz, Navvab Kashiri, Arturo Laurenzi, Christian Lenz, Daniele
Leonardis, Enrico Mingo Hoffman, Luca Muratore, Dmytro Pavlichenko, Francesco
Porcini, Zeyu Ren, Fabian Schilling, Max Schwarz, Massimiliano Solazzi, Michael Fels-
berg, Antonio Frisoli, Michael Gustmann, Patric Jensfelt, Klas Nordberg, Jürgen Roß-
mann, Uwe Süss, Nikos G. Tsagarakis, and Sven Behnke. “Flexible Disaster Response
of Tomorrow: Final Presentation andEvaluation of the CENTAUROSystem.” In: IEEE
Robotics & Automation Magazine 26.4 (2019), pp. 59–72. doi: 10.1109/MRA.2019.
2941248

Figure from the original publication ©2019 IEEE

Abstract: Mobile manipulation robots have great potential to support rescue forces in dis-
aster response missions. Despite the difficulties imposed by real-world scenarios, robots are
promising to perform mission tasks from a safe distance. In the CENTAURO project, we devel-
oped a disaster response system which consists of the highly flexible Centauro robot and suit-
able control interfaces including an immersive telepresence suit and support-operator controls
on different levels of autonomy.

In this article, we give an overview of the final CENTAURO system. In particular, we explain
several high-level design decisions and how those were derived from requirements and extensive
experience of Kerntechnische Hilfsdienst GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany (KHG).We focus on com-
ponents that were recently integrated and report on a systematic evaluation which demonstrated
the capabilities of the system and revealed valuable insights.

Author’s contribution: The author participated in the joint European Horizon 2020

project CENTAURO and designed and performed parts of the evaluation of the system.
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1.4. Included Publications

Paper D: Class-Incremental Learning for Semantic
Segmentation — A Study

Karl Holmquist, Lena Klasén, and Michael Felsberg. “Class-Incremental Learning for
Semantic Segmentation - A study.” In: 2021 Swedish Artificial Intelligence Society
Workshop (SAIS). 2021, pp. 1–4. doi: 10.1109/SAIS53221.2021.9483955

Figure from the original publication ©2021 IEEE

Abstract: One of the main challenges in applying deep learning to robotics is the difficulty
of efficiently adapting to new tasks while still maintaining the same performance on previous
tasks. The problem of incrementally learning new tasks commonly struggles with catastrophic
forgetting in which the previous knowledge is lost. Class-incremental learning for semantic seg-
mentation addresses this problem in which we want to learn new semantic classes without hav-
ing access to labeled data for previously learned classes. This is a problem in industry, where
few pre-trained models and open datasets match exactly the requisites. In these cases, it is both
expensive and labor intensive to collect an entirely new fully labeled dataset. Instead, collect-
ing a smaller dataset and only labeling the new classes is much more efficient in terms of data
collection. In this paper, we present the class-incremental learning problem for semantic seg-
mentation, we discuss related work in terms of the more thoroughly studied classification task,
and experimentally validate the current state-of-the-art for semantic segmentation. This lays the
foundation as we discuss some of the problems that still need to be investigated and improved
upon in order to reach a new state-of-the-art for class-incremental semantic segmentation.

Author’s contribution: The author conducted the experiments and was the main con-

tributor to the manuscript.
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1. Introduction

Paper E: Evidential Deep Learning for Class-Incremental
Semantic Segmentation

Karl Holmquist, Lena Klasén, and Michael Felsberg. Evidential Deep Learning for
Class-Incremental Semantic Segmentation. 2022. doi: 10 . 48550 / ARXIV . 2212 .
02863. url: https://arxiv.org/abs/2212.02863

Figure from the original publication

Abstract: Class-Incremental Learning is a challenging problem in machine learning that
aims to extend previously trained neural networks with new classes. This is especially useful
if the system is able to classify new objects despite the fact that the original training data is un-
available. Although the semantic segmentation problem has received less attention than classi-
fication, it poses distinct problems and challenges, since previous and future target classes can
be unlabeled in the images of a single increment. In this case, the background, past, and future
classes are correlated and there exists a background-shift. In this paper, we address the problem
of how to model unlabeled classes while avoiding spurious feature clustering of future uncorre-
lated classes. We propose to use Evidential Deep Learning to model the evidence of the classes
as a Dirichlet distribution. Our method factorizes the problem into a separate foreground class
probability, calculated by the expected value of the Dirichlet distribution, and an unknown class
(background) probability corresponding to the uncertainty of the estimate. In our novel formu-
lation, the background probability is implicitly modeled, avoiding the feature space clustering
that comes from forcing the model to output a high background score for pixels that are not la-
beled as objects. Experiments on the incremental Pascal VOC and ADE20k benchmarks show
that our method is superior to state-of-the-art, especially when repeatedly learning new classes
with increasing number of increments.

Author’s contribution: The author developed the methods, conducted the experiments,

and was the main contributor to the manuscript. 1

1Paper accepted for publication at Scandinavian Conference of Image Analysis (SCIA 2023)
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1.4. Included Publications

Paper F: Uncertainty-aware CNNs for Depth Completion:
Uncertainty from Beginning to End

Abdelrahman Eldesokey, Michael Felsberg, Karl Holmquist, and Michael Persson.
“Uncertainty-aware cnns for depth completion: Uncertainty from beginning to end.”
In: Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-
nition. 2020, pp. 12014–12023

Figure from the original publication

Abstract: The focus in deep learning research has been mainly to push the limits of predic-
tion accuracy. However, this was often achieved at the cost of increased complexity, raising con-
cerns about the interpretability and reliability of deep networks. Recently, increasing attention
has been paid to untangling the complexity of deep networks and quantifying their uncertainty
for different computer vision tasks. Differently, the task of depth completion has not received
enough attention despite the inherent noisy nature of depth sensors. In this work, we thus focus
on modeling the uncertainty of depth data in depth completion starting from the sparse noisy
input all the way to the final prediction. We propose a novel approach to identify disturbed
measurements in the input by learning an input confidence estimator in a self-supervised man-
ner based on normalized convolutional neural networks (NCNNs). Furthermore, we propose a
probabilistic version of NCNNs that produces a statistically meaningful uncertainty measure for
the final prediction. When we evaluate our approach on the KITTI dataset for depth completion,
we outperform all existing Bayesian deep learning approaches in terms of prediction accuracy,
quality of the uncertainty measure, and computational efficiency. Moreover, our small network
with 670k parameters performs on par with conventional approaches with millions of parame-
ters. These results provide strong evidence that the separation of the network into parallel un-
certainty and prediction streams leads to state-of-the-art performance with accurate uncertainty
estimates.

Author’s contribution: The author conducted experiments for Multi-Path Interference

(MPI) correction on the FLATdataset and contributed to aminor extent in improving themethod

and the manuscript.
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Paper G: DiffPose: Multihypothesis Human Pose
Estimation Using Diffusion Models

Karl Holmquist and BastianWandt. DiffPose: Multi-hypothesis Human Pose Estima-
tion using Diffusion models. 2022. doi: 10.48550/ARXIV.2211.16487. url: https:
//arxiv.org/abs/2211.16487

Figure from the original publication

Abstract: Traditionally, monocular 3D human pose estimation employs a machine learning
model to predict the most likely 3D pose for a given input image. However, a single image can
be highly ambiguous and induces multiple plausible solutions for the 2D-3D lifting step, which
results in overly confident 3D pose predictors. To this end, we propose DiffPose, a conditional
diffusion model that predicts multiple hypotheses for a given input image. Compared to similar
approaches, our diffusionmodel is straightforward and avoids intensive hyperparameter tuning,
complex network structures, mode collapse, and unstable training. Moreover, we tackle a prob-
lem of the common two-step approach that first estimates a distribution of 2D joint locations via
joint-wise heatmaps and consecutively approximates them based on first- or second-moment
statistics. Since such a simplification of the heatmaps removes valid information about possibly
correct, though labeled unlikely, joint locations, we propose to represent the heatmaps as a set
of 2D joint candidate samples. To extract information about the original distribution from these
samples, we introduce our embedding transformer that conditions the diffusion model. Experi-
mentally, we show that DiffPose slightly improves upon the state-of-the-art for multihypothesis
pose estimation for simple poses and outperforms it by a large margin for highly ambiguous
poses.

Author’s contribution: The author conducted the experiments. The methods and the

manuscript were jointly written and developed with Bastian Wandt. 2

2Paper in submission
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2

Learning to Move and Interact

2

Movement is a key capability of a robot and a necessity in many of the
tasks that we relate to robotics, e.g. manufacturing plant automation, home
automation and football playing. All these functions require multiple joints
to move in tandem to balance each other, and the degrees of freedom of the
system is often large, complicating the planning process. Furthermore, a pre-
cise perception is necessary to detect and predict how a potentially dynamic
environment will change and react to robot movements.

Figure 2.1 shows an illustration of a highly complicated system that re-
quires a wide range of different perception capabilities. The robot was devel-
oped in a joint Horizon 2020 EU project and was designed to handle unpre-
dictable situations that could occur in disaster relief scenarios for multiple
different locomotion and manipulation modes.

The system used a rotating lidar on top of the head in addition to a for-
ward facing Kinect 2 RGB-D sensor and multiple RGB cameras to allow au-
tonomous, manual, and semiautonomous operation. The robot locomotion
was designed for efficient movement in both flat and rough terrain by com-
bining four articulated legs with 360-degree controllable wheels on the ends,
while the two different available hands that could be mounted on the arms
provided the choice between a dexterous but sensitive manipulation or a
tougher but less dexterous manipulation. Paper C describes the system in
more depth and also includes an evaluation of many different tasks inspired
by the DARPA robotics challenge (DRC) [25] and designed together with
Kerntechnische Hilfsdienst GmbH (KHG).

This chapter will discuss two important aspects of planning and learning
how to interact and move in the environment: path planning and reinforce-
ment learning.
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2. Learning to Move and Interact

Figure 2.1: An example of a complex robotic system, with multiple modes of locomotion and
manipulation, and various sensors to handle challenging disaster-relief scenarios. Official image
from EU’s Horizon 2020 founded project CENTAURO.

2.1 Path planning

The objective in path planning is to generate a plan for a given system tomove
between two points efficiently. The plan should potentially also take into ac-
count the dynamics of the system, the safety margins from obstacles, and the
exact configuration of the system when reaching the target. The surrounding
space is often separated into: free space, which can freely be entered and ex-
ited; obstacle space, which corresponds to impassible obstacles which block
the path and should be avoided; and target space, which is the goal the sys-
tem should reach. In addition to these three types of spaces, there could also
be unknown areas that have not yet been observed and could be occupied or
unoccupied.

Several different methods have been proposed to address the path plan-
ning problem [31]. One of them is the potential-based method proposed in
Paper A that used the properties of themonogenic scale space [7] to design an
efficient approach to generate flow fields based on the domain and surround-
ing obstacles to guide the robot.

The flow field consists of a vector space that describes the orientation and
magnitude of the field at specific positions and indicates in which direction
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2.2. Reinforcement Learning

the robot should move in order to approach the target while avoiding obsta-
cles. The monogenic scale space consists of a (n + 1) dimensional vector-
valued scale space that depends on the current position x and the scale s. The
scale space can be separated into two parts, the real part ps and the imaginary
part qs, which are calculated by convolution.

ps(x) = f(x) ∗
s

2π(∣x∣2 + s2)1.5
(2.1)

qs(x) = f(x) ∗
x

2π(∣x∣2 + s2)1.5
(2.2)

The complete algorithm for calculating a path from the two functions
above can be found in Paper A.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a type of machine learning that focuses on learn-
ing through trial and error. It enables agents to learn from their environment
by taking actions and receiving rewards or punishments for those actions.
Unlike path planning where the main goal is to move from state A to B, re-
inforcement learning can handle much more diverse tasks and solve more
general goal-centered tasks, such as robotic control, computer games, and
natural language processing [34].

In reinforcement learning, the reward for a given action might not be ap-
parent until much later. An example is chess [30], in which the final reward
depends on whether the method wins or loses. Intermediate rewards can be
specified based on the value of individual chess pieces; however, short-term
rewards for taking an opposing pawn may not help to achieve overall victory
of the game and could be potentially misleading.

Reinforcement learning —whether explicitly or implicitly— learns a pol-
icy, π ∼ p(a∣s), which specifies the likelihood of taking action, a, in state, s.
Both action and state-space can either be continuous or discrete. Generally,
algorithms also estimate a value function vπ(s), specifying the value of the
current state under policy π or estimate a state action value function qπ(s, a),
specifying the value of taking a specific action in the current state. The en-
vironment can be deterministic or non-deterministic e.g., there may exist a
transition probability, p(s′∣a, s), related to the state-action pair.

The agent learns itself by interacting and testing different behavior poli-
cies, balancing the need to explore new possible approaches and exploiting
the learned knowledge. This leads to a complicated trade-off between the two
goals and also explains why reinforcement learning is most often not utilized
in the wild but rather in controlled environments —real or simulated.

The Bayesian formulation of reinforcement learning used in Paper B, inte-
grates a mixture model to model the probability of conditional action, p(a∣s),
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2. Learning to Move and Interact

using a set of components,M. These components are learned simultaneously
with the rest of the system to quantize the continuous state space into a dis-
crete set of prototype states,m.

p(a∣s)∝ p(a) ∑
m∈M

p(s∣m)p(m∣a) (2.3)

The prior distribution of the actions, p(a), and the conditional prob-
ability relating the action to the likelihood of the individual components
are extracted from the Q-table which is continuously updated. The
component-conditioned state probability is calculated based on a multivari-
ate t-distribution.

Reinforcement Learning in theWild

Figure 2.2: Image from the campus of Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in Singapore
recreated through a related joint project betweenWASP, LiU, and NTU from the Carla simulator
[3]

Exploration is necessary for getting a better view of how to address the
problem, partly to find the best way to handle the task but also to improve
the robustness if it for some reason encounters a previous unseen situation.
The main hurdle to directly applying a reinforcement learning system on a
real platform in the wild is that the exploration, if not strongly constrained,
can easily place the agent in perilous situations, both for itself and for the
environment.

For example: Imagine an autonomous car that attempts to learn what ef-
fect braking will have when driving on a highway; the outcome will probably
not be pretty.
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2.2. Reinforcement Learning

One way to constrain the exploration is to usemodel-based reinforcement
learning, which is able to better predict the outcome of the action by having a
model for how the control signal will affect the state. Although model-based
reinforcement learning can reduce some of the risks by prohibiting the most
dangerous actions, simulators are still the common approach to completely
eliminate any potential risk.

Unfortunately, even the most advanced and costly simulators have some
differences compared to the real environment and platform. It could be a
simplification of physics modeling in how the agent moves and interacts, the
sensor noise looks like, or caused by lighting and textures used in the envi-
ronment (see Fig. 2.2). All these tiny differences may be difficult to notice,
but they may have a great impact on image statistics and are noticeable for
data-driven approaches e.g. Deep Neural Network.

One approach to limit the domain gap between simulation and reality is to
utilize an intermediate representation, such as semantic segmentation, which
consists of a pixel-wise classification of the environment. Semantic segmen-
tation benefits from the relative simplicity of data annotation, especially if
only coarse labeling of larger objects is required, since a large quantity of di-
verse real-world data improves the robustness of the method.

Paper B instigated how such an intermediate semantic segmentation rep-
resentation of the scene affected training and testing when using ground-
truth labels from the simulator or a neural network for prediction. The re-
sults indicate the importance of noise-free data when training a reinforce-
ment learning agent for such a complicated task as autonomous driving.
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3

Adaptive Perception

3The ability to adapt to new situations and handle new tasks is one of the
characteristics attributed to intelligence [32], both in terms of learning some-
thing new and in generalizing this knowledge to other domains and tasks.
From a system perspective, the term adaptiveness is more closely related to
the versatility of the system, as evaluated in the task-based curriculum in Pa-
per C. Themain focus of this thesis is the perception system and how tomake
it suitable for perception in the wild, where the environment is often cluttered
andunconstrained. There aremultiple reasons for an environment to be com-
plex: in urban environments after a disaster, many buildings could be dam-
aged, drastically changing their appearance and requiring drastically differ-
ent considerations for planning; in forests, dense foliage and the combination
of small branches and large tree trunks make the task of surveying difficult,
and the appearance can differ greatly between different types of biotopes.

This chapter will primarily focus on three research topics, Domain Adap-
tation, Few-Shot Learning, and Incremental Learning. Domain adaptation is
very relevant to allow the system trained in a specific environment to be de-
ployed in another, e.g. a simulator and a real environment. Few-shot learn-
ing is an efficient way to quickly allow the system to detect new classes, which
might be necessary to perform a new type of task. Finally, incremental learn-
ing allows one to expand the set of tasks or classes that the network can handle
without forgetting previous objectives.

3.1 Domain Generalization and Adaptation

Perception, especially machine learning-based perception, is designed or
learned based on some assumptions regarding the environment inwhich they
will be deployed. Data-driven approaches often come with the assumption
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3. Adaptive Perception

Figure 3.1: Image illustrating domain transfer between the two human pose detection datasets
MPI-INF-3DHP [27] and LSPe [21]

that training ps(x, y), and test sets pt(x, y), are sampled from the same un-
derlying data distribution

ps(x, y)
pt(x, y)

= 1. (3.1)

In practice, the environment used for testing and deployment (the target do-
main) will differ from the training environment (the source domain) due to
the use of a simulator during training; the different focal length of the cam-
era; or simply the different weather conditions, tomention a few reasons (c.f .
Fig. 3.1).

Using an intermediate representation to separate the problem into two
parts, as done in Paper B and Paper G, can alleviate some of the problems
when transferring between different environments, especially if the training
data for the intermediate representation meet the assumption in Eq. (3.1).

p(x, y) = p(x)p(x∣yint.)p(yint.∣y) (3.2)

Although this approach can improve domain generalization, the domain-
gap —the decrease in performance when moving to the new domain— will
still be higher than if it was explicitly adapted to the new environment using
domain adaptation [35]. Most domain adaptation approaches require that
at least some parts of the distributions remain constant between the two do-
mains [6]. The most common cases of domain shift that domain adaptation
can address are:

Prior shift occurs when the posterior distributions are equal, ps(y∣x) =
pt(y∣x), but the prior differs, ps(y) ≠ pt(y). This is the case for class-
imbalanced data, where the training datamight have a heavy tail distribution,
but the test data are uniform, i.e., equal amounts of samples for each class.
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3.2. Few-shot Learning

Co-variate shift is the case when transferring between simulation and re-
ality or between two different sensors in the same environment. Themarginal
probability of the input data differs ps(x) ≠ pt(x), but the conditional proba-
bility remains the same ps(y∣x) = pt(y∣x).

Concept shift refers to a change in themeaning of labels, e.g., if the class of
animals is separated into the classes of cat and dog. That is, the data distribu-
tion is unchanged, ps(x) = pt(x), but the conditional differs, ps(y∣x) ≠ pt(y∣x).
This requires new annotated data from both domains.

3.2 Few-shot Learning

Figure 3.2: Illustrating of one-shot semantic segmentation of goats.

Although domain adaptation improves performance in the new domain,
most often it assumes that the posterior distribution is the same and that the
classes are the same. To expand the capabilities of the system to detect and
recognize new classes, new annotated data is necessary. However, one major
well-known obstacle of machine learning —especially deep learning— is the
large amount of annotated data required to train the neural network on the
new task.

One use case is in agriculture, if a new type of relatively rare weed has
started to appear in the field, it might be difficult to gather a large amount
of annotated training data to train an object detector for detecting the weed.
In this case, it would be much easier if a small set of example images of the
new weed, the planted crops and the more common weeds were sufficient to
distinguish the different ones.

Unsupervised and semi-supervised approaches try to address the need for
fully annotated data, but they still require a relatively large amount of data.
On the contrary, few-shot learning [36] directly addresses the need for large-
scale datasets containing test classes by learning to classify or segment a query
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3. Adaptive Perception

image, xquery, given a small set of annotated support samples consisting of
images, X support, and labels, Yquery, by estimating the conditional probabil-
ity, p(yquery∣xquery,X support,Ysupport) [20]. Although few-shot learning still re-
quires a large annotated training dataset of various classes, the need for an-
notated data for the new test classes can be kept low.

Standard evaluation protocols for few-shot learning use disjoint sets of
classes during training and testing, resulting in a change in both themarginal
input distribution ps(x) ≠ pt(x) and the prior labels distributions ps(y) ≠
pt(y). Additionally, the conditional distribution will change since the set of
labels changes, ps(y∣x) ≠ pt(y∣x). As such, many few-shot learning methods
learn a similarity metric in feature space so that semantically similar classes
are close, and distinct classes are far away.

There are many challenges related to this task. For example, the network
must extract sufficient generalizable information from the support set to han-
dle the potentially large appearance change between the support and query
set without overgeneralizing, especially for out-of-distribution samples (c.f .
the large view change in Fig. 3.2).

This is further complicated if the hierarchy-level changes between training
and test. Say that the support images all show Norwegian Buhunds but the
query set also includesMiniature Schnauzer; in that case, the question comes
to mind if the target is dogs in general or the specific breed of dog.

3.3 Incremental Learning

Few-shot learning-based approaches operate under the constraint of very
limited data of specific classes during testing and instead rely on the training
data to construct a suitable similarity metric to detect similar classes to the
ones defined in the support set. In contrast, incremental learning approaches
have access to much more data for the new task or set of classes.

Incremental learning attempts to learn new classes or tasks incrementally
without access to the data from previous increments, c.f . how the set of la-
beled pixels varies between increments in Fig. 3.3. This leads to the use of
various techniques to avoid catastrophic forgetting andmaintain knowledge
of previous trained models, e.g., knowledge distillation [10], and generative
image or feature replay [26]. The problem formulation prohibits the use of
annotation data for previous tasks, except potentially for a small set of exem-
plars. Instead, the model which was trained for the previous task can be used
for knowledge distillation and generating pseudo-labels.

Knowledge distillation can be applied either in the output space or in the
feature space. The distillation of knowledge for classification in the output
space corresponds to calculating the cross entropy ℓKD, between the predic-
tions of the teacher pt(y∣x) and the student ps(y∣x).
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3.3. Incremental Learning

Figure 3.3: Image illustrating how the set of annotated classes varies between the increments
and how the final results should classify all of the individual classes.

�KD(x) = −
K

∑
i

pt(y = i∣x) log ps(y = i∣x) (3.3)

Each increment will be a distinct task or set of classes, disjoint from the
previous increments. This implies that each increment will have a different
prior, ps(y) ≠ pt(y). Although the marginal distribution of the input data
is likely to also change, ps(x) ≠ pt(x), the conditional distribution should
remain the same, ps(y∣x) = pt(y∣x).

Class-Incremental Semantic Segmentation

Class-Incremental Semantic Segmentation consists of multiple increments
—each with a disjoint set of annotated classes— with the goal of training a
model that is able to differentiate all the classes present in the different in-
crements (see Fig. 3.3). Paper D contains a survey of the methods used for
class-incremental semantic segmentation and analyzes some of the existing
problems.
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3. Adaptive Perception

Although class-incremental classification has a single class per image, se-
mantic segmentation is a dense pixel-level classification task, which means
that there exist many unannotated pixels in a sample that might be relevant
to past or future increments, but lack annotation in the current increment.

Consider training a method for segmenting dogs. However, we now re-
alize that we must also segment cats. It is highly probable that the initial
training data of dogs contain cats. However, they were not annotated and the
model was trained to segment them as background. With the new directive
—to segment cats— the definition of background has changed, and some of
the background pixels in the original training set are incompatible with this
new class definition. This is called background-shift.

The background shift implies that the conditional distribution does not
remain constant between increments, ps(y∣x) ≠ pt(y∣x), drastically reducing
the performance if not handled. A common standard practice is to explicitly
model the background as a mixture of all unannotated classes [2] by merg-
ing the probabilities of the general background class, p(y = ybkg∣x), with all
unannotated classes, p(y ∈ Cunann.∣x).

Paper E identified somedrawbackswith an explicit representation and the
initialization of new classes with the same weights as the background class,

1. An explicit background class modeled by a linear layer requires, poten-
tially large, updates to the layer, resulting in large gradients propagating
to the feature space as well unless the feature space is constrained.

2. New classes would probably not be similar to the background class in
feature space—future classes are excluded from the background inmost
of the standard experimental setups— indicating that the initialization
might benefit from being distinct from the background class.

To address these issues, we proposed an implicit background formulation,
utilizing the Evidential Deep Learning framework to model the background
probability as a lack of evidence for any known class.

That is, instead of learning logits that are normalized into a probability
using softmax, the parameters, αj ≥ 1, of a Dirichlet distribution, Dir(α), are
instead predicted for the foreground classes. The evidential deep learning
framework formulates the prediction uncertainty as the number of classes,
divided by the sum of all α, which by design is restricted between zero and
one.

u = K

∑K
i αi

, 0 < u ≤ 1 (3.4)

By factoring the conditional probability, p(y∣x), of all classes, including
the background class into two parts, the standard loss of cross-entropy can
be used without explicitly tying a specific network weight to the background
likelihood.
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p(y = yi∣x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

u i = background
αi

∑K
j=1 αj

(1 − u) else
(3.5)
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4

Modeling Ambiguities in Perception

4

Decision-making capabilities of a robotic system depend on a reliable per-
ception of the surroundings and a correct prediction of how the environment
behaves. This is even more important when humans and robots are interact-
ing with each other because of the risks involved. However, since no percep-
tion system is perfect for all types of environment and situation, especially in
the wild, the decision-making process should take into account this.

There are multiple aspects that prevent the perception system from being
perfect. But one of the fundamental problems is the partial information of the
surroundings, and the resulting ambiguities that a single sensor can provide
due to limitations of the sensor. Some of the more common sensors are RGB
cameras and lidars, both of which utilize the reflection of light to sense the
surroundings either passively or actively. However, both utilize energies and
wavelengths that do not pass through solid objects, which prohibits detecting
what is on the other side. When data are incorporated over time, some of
these ambiguities can be addressed, but not all.

As such, there is great value in trying tomodel the uncertainty of themodel
with respect to the data, i.e. the aleatoric uncertainty. For example, depth-
completion of sparse lidar data into dense image data is especially challeng-
ing near depth discontinuities, since there is insufficient information to tell
exactly where the edge is located. By estimating the uncertainty, e.g. as in
Paper F, the decision-making parts of the system can make a more informed
decision that will reduce the potential risks involved.

The drawback of only modeling the uncertainty in the perception is the
limited information regarding what caused it. Continuing with the depth
completion task, a wire fence is incredibly thin and will result in some points
on the fence but most behind it, which might result in high uncertainty and
a depth corresponding to the background. Another example is if the input
depth is collected frommultiple scans or from another position and projected
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4. Modeling Ambiguities in Perception

onto the camera plane, such as Fig. 4.1 where both the tree stems and the
ground behind are projected next to each other. In these cases, predicting a
distribution overmultiple possible values [12], using soft histograms, or using
a generative approach as in Paper G, in addition to the uncertainty estimate,
would be more informative for downstream tasks.

4.1 Estimating Uncertainty

Figure 4.1: Image of a projected pointcloud into a virtual camera plane (up: depth, down: rgb).
Pointcloud from a collaboration project with Deep Forestry

Uncertainty in machine learning is often separated into two types [18]:
aleatoric uncertainty, due to the randomness of the environment itself; and
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4.1. Estimating Uncertainty

epistemic uncertainty, due to insufficient knowledge. Aleatoric uncertainty is
irreducible since without additional information it cannot be predicted.

A common example of aleatoric uncertainty is a coin-toss, in which the
best model prediction is 50-50 for heads and tails. However, if we had de-
tailed knowledge of all forces that act on the coin from beginning to end, it
should be possible to perfectly predict the outcome. In this case, the uncer-
tainty in the prediction would be entirely epistemic and would be caused by
limitations in the model or the data used for learning.

This thesis focuses primarily on aleatoric uncertainty, but epistemic un-
certainty is of interest for open-world scenarios —such as class-incremental
learning— to detect out-of-distribution samples. For an evaluation of how
ensembles and Monte Carlo dropout work to estimate epistemic uncertainty,
see [11].

Estimating the Aleatoric Uncertainty

The aleatoric uncertainty is most often estimated by letting the network pre-
dict the parameters of a suitable distribution instead of only predicting a sin-
gle value. For classification problems, the Evidential Deep Learning frame-
work [29] uses a Dirichlet distribution to model the uncertainty (see also Pa-
per E).

Dir(α), α = [α1, . . . , αK], αi > 1 (4.1)

For regression problems, e.g. depth completion, a continuous value
should be predicted, which makes a Gaussian or a Laplacian distribution (al-
ternatively, a mixture model based on one of them) more suitable, similar to
the probabilistic version presented in Paper F.

N (µ,σ) or Laplace(µ, b) (4.2)

Depth-Completion

Scene depth completion aims at estimating a dense and denoised depth from
the often sparse and noisy measurements. The missing depth values can be
due to the sparsity in the sensor e.g. when projecting a lidar point cloud onto
a virtual camera plane or due to occlusion e.g. when using a stereo camera
setup to capture depth. This task can also utilize auxiliary data to condition
the process on, for example, an RGB-image in addition to the lidar scan.

For a robotic system, the noise in the depth estimates might be less of a
problem compared to incorrectly interpolated values that appear to be cer-
tain. Instead, it is important for downstream tasks that thinner objects, such
as poles, are not removed by accidentwithout any signal indicating that some-
thing might be amiss. As such, uncertainty estimation is a crucial part of the
use of densified depth maps, especially in the wild.
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4. Modeling Ambiguities in Perception

Paper F extended the normalized convolution neural networks [5] with
two components. First, the input confidencewas changed from a binary value
that indicated if a lidar point fell within the pixel or not to an estimated con-
fidence value that depends on the surroundings as well. Second, the network
was extended to a probabilistic formulation to also predict uncertainty of the
estimated depth values.

Network prediction per pixel is modeled in terms of the mean µ and the
variance σ2 of a normal distribution N (µ,σ2). The final objective function,
ℓ(⋅), follows by calculating the negative log-likelihood of the prediction com-
pared to the ground truth, ygt.

ℓ(ygt, µ, σ2) = 1

N

N

∑
i=1

∥ygti − µi∥2

σ2
+ log(σ2) (4.3)

4.2 Multi-hypothesis Prediction

While a unimodal distribution can be easily described with a mean and a
variance—reflecting the uncertainty— amultimodal distribution requires an-
other approach. Techniques usingmixturemodels are often versatile butmay
suffer from training instabilities and struggle to optimally select the num-
ber of components. Instead, non-parametric approaches such as normaliz-
ing flows (NFs) [24], denoising diffusion probabilistic models (DDPMs) [13],
variational autoencoders (VAEs) [22], and generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [9] are attractive because they can model very complex and high-
dimensional distributions.

These non-parametric methods differ in many aspects, but they share the
concept of learning a mapping from a simple distribution to a much more
complicated one, such as from a Gaussian distribution to whole images or
human poses, which allows one to generate new realistic samples.

DenoisingDiffusionProbabilisticModels (DDPMs) [13] is based on
the principle that iterative addition of Gaussian noise to some data will even-
tually result in pure noise that is distributed according to a standard Gaus-
sian distribution. Technically, this implies that if a network could be trained
to reverse this diffusion process, it would be possible to generate new sam-
ples from a Gaussian sample. As such, the objective of DDPMs is to learn
to predict the added noise or, equivalently, the original signal at a specific
intermediate time step t, conditioned on the previous iteration xt+1, in the
diffusion process.

p(xt−1∣xt) ∶=N (µ(xt, t,c),Σ(xt, t)) (4.4)

Training the reverse process is further simplified by the exact formulation
of data degradation for any given time step. Paper G designed a diffusion-
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Figure 4.2: RGB image with heatmap of right wrist showcasing the smearing of the heatmap
when the network is uncertain.

based approach for multihypothesis 3D human pose detection from a single
RGB image to capture the uncertainty caused in part by self-occlusion and
depth ambiguity.

Multi Hypothesis Human Pose Estimation

Human pose estimation [19] is formulated as correctly estimating the posi-
tion of predefined human joints in 2D or 3D using RGB image data. A com-
mon approach for 2D human pose detection is to predict a heatmap of the
position of each joint [33]. The more uncertain the network becomes, the
more smeared the heatmap of that joint will look, see Fig. 4.2.

While detecting joints in 2D space only requires the method to handle the
ambiguity caused by occlusion, 3D human pose detection also requires cor-
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4. Modeling Ambiguities in Perception

rect depth and scale estimation of all joints. Single-view human pose detec-
tion often results in ambiguities due to occlusion or self-occlusion of one or
more joints. Employing a single-hypothesis-based method in the wild could
be extremely dangerous in ambiguous situations, for example, when a bicy-
clist indicates turning to cross a street, but his arm is occluded from the point
of view of the approaching car. Instead, predictingmultiple possible hypothe-
ses based on the image data ensures that not only the most likely poses are
captured, but also less likely ones.

Human Pose Estimation in theWild is complicated due to limited an-
notated training data for complex outdoor scenes. This is primarily due to the
complexity of recording 3D joint positions in the outdoors, which complicates
or prohibits the use of many high-quality motion capture systems. There are
two common approaches to address this.

First, using unsupervised training methods to learn from the correspond-
ing multiview correspondences [28]. This avoids or limits the problem of an-
notating 3D data; however, it still requires the use of multiple synchronized
cameras and annotations in 2D space.

Second, using a two-stage approach like Paper G and separate the prob-
lem into two parts. Training a 2D joint detector and using the detections
as the input to a separate network which learns to lift the 2D detections to
3D. Although this approach still requires that the 2D joint detector produce
useful predictions, the task of generating a large-scale dataset of 2D poses
is much easier than manually annotating the actual 3D pose from a single-
camera view.

Heatmap representation One of the main contributions in Paper G was
howa larger part of the intermediate heatmaps,h, was utilized, which allowed
the network to capture even less probable poses from the heatmap. Funda-
mentally, this was achieved by creating a joint representation not only from
the peak response of the kth heatmap, xk = argmaxx p(x∣hk), but by sampling
n possible joint positions, x, based on the heatmap intensity.

xi
k ∼ p(x∣hk), i = 1, . . . , n (4.5)

Compared to most previous methods, which used the maximum likeli-
hood prediction of the 2D detector or fitted a unimodal distribution (Gaus-
sian) to the heatmap, our proposed approach capturesmore information from
the 2D detector with relatively few samples. This additional information
helps to capture some of the more ambiguous cases where the 2D detector
produces a heatmap with multiple peaks, such as Fig. 4.2.
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Concluding Remarks

5

This thesis has presented, investigated, and addressed some of the consid-
erations necessary for data-driven robot perception in the wild, i.e. complex,
non-constrained environments. Some of the key aspects are (1) generaliza-
tion to new environments, (2) adaptiveness to new tasks, and (3) modeling
uncertainty.

Generalization to new environments (1) requires the system to be ro-
bust to the domain gap that exists between the training environment and the
unconstrained deployment environment. This is especially important when
using simulators to train the system, as in Paper B, since the domain gap is
often large. But it is equally important for other situations, e.g. if the train-
ing data are from a restricted indoor environment but the target domain is
outdoors, as in Paper G. The work included in this thesis has focused mainly
on a staged approach with intermediate representation; however, there ex-
ists a great deal of related research on how to adapt to new environments, as
mentioned in Sec. 3.1.

Adaptiveness to new tasks (2) refers to the ability to deploy the robotic
system to a new task or environment without redesigning the entire percep-
tion system. Although few tasks would require such a drastic action, the ad-
dition of a few new classes to handle a new task is easily perceivable. In this
case, few-shot learning (Sec. 3.2) promises an elegant approach to recognize
the new object. In contrast, class-incremental learning ismore relevant when
adapting a system from an exclusively indoor environment to a mix between
indoor and outdoor, due to the large amount of new classes, especially when
recognizing the old classes is still required. Another aspect, namely the open
world setting, has not been fully investigated in Paper E, but the implicit back-
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5. Concluding Remarks

ground modeling using evidential deep learning could possibly improve the
robustness of the system to out-of-distribution classes that has not previously
been seen in the training data.

Modeling the uncertainty (3) is the third consideration necessary to
avoid risks in a robotic system. Predicting a single overconfident class or
depth can severely hamper the decision-making of a robot due to a failure
to account for potential mistakes. Both estimating an uncertainty to indi-
cate that something might be amiss, as in Paper F, and predicting multiple
plausible hypotheses, as in Paper G, can allow the system to take caution into
account when planning its actions.

Reconnecting to the three laws of robotics how can a robot avoid
harming a human being if it cannot recognize them, e.g. due to the domain
gap between a simulation and reality (1) or due to never having seen a person
at all (2), and how can it properly avoid harming a human if it does not recog-
nize that there is a risk that the human will behave differently from the most
likely action (3). In short, the ethical considerations formulated in the three
laws of perception all require tremendously powerful perception and reason-
ing to realize potential risks and act accordingly —some parts of which have
been investigated in this work.

5.1 Practical Implications

This section presents a few perspectives on how some of the publications re-
late to the larger scope of some projects and their practical implications.

The content of this work focuses on the requirements for developing a ro-
bust perception system for autonomous robotic systems, such as the CEN-
TAURO robot. The objectives of the CENTUARO project were to design and
validate a potential robotic system for disaster relief scenarios that should be
able to handle a diverse set of tasks. This is a perfect example of how some
of the perception requirements are motivated. A partially destroyed environ-
ment will have a completely different appearance than what it looked before
the disaster, which requires good domain generalization. Additionally, many
of the structures will likely be damaged, which requires the system to not only
map the environment, but also estimate if a surface is stable enough to sup-
port the system —benefitting from an uncertainty estimate and depth com-
pletion. Finally, the system might be required to quickly adapt to a new task
that could benefit from the quick adaptability of few-shot learning.

However, not only robotic ground systems are relevant for autonomous
operation. The SymbiCloud project at LiU investigated how collaboration be-
tween ground-based robots, UAVs, and humans could assist in search and
rescue missions. An aspect necessary to allow a ground operator to interact
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5.1. Practical Implications

Figure 5.1: Image of the radio-controlled car

efficiently with the UAV is human pose estimation and action recognition.
These two functions could allow an operator to direct the drone to sweep a
specific area to try to find survivors in a forest or in the mountains after an
avalanche.

The work in Paper G was done after the completion of the Symbi-
Cloud project, but the method could improve the recognition of actions in
more challenging scenarios where the operator could be partially occluded.
Multihypothesis-based modeling could also help autonomous vehicles bet-
ter interpret possible human intentions and take appropriate safety margins.
Human 3D pose estimation, from a single camera, could help in digital foren-
sics to recreate the events captured by a surveillance camera, facilitating both
visualization of the results and allowing for better modeling of the event. In
addition to these applications, it is also relevant for sports medicine and re-
lated fields to analyze the motion pattern outdoors.

The work done in Paper B also relates to another project of Zahra Gharaee
to bridge the gap between reality and simulation. Some steps in this direc-
tion were taken by investigating a reinforcement algorithm for controlling an
autonomous radio-controlled car inside Visionen —illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Vi-
sionen contains both an IR camera-based motion capture system and a set of
projectors that allows projecting an environment on top of the floor.
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5. Concluding Remarks

Figure 5.2: Image of a drone inside of a forest which is used for forest inventory. ©2023 Deep
Forestry AB

Finally, a set of joint projects with Deep Forestry has investigated vari-
ous aspects of the use of machine learning for drones in forestry, in terms of
inventory, detecting risks for forest fires, and estimating carbon flux in the
environment. Some of this work has laid the foundation for some of the ca-
pabilities of the commercial system and is used in production. Fig. 5.2 shows
the Deep Forestry drone inside a forest.
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